A Center Just for You.
Mammography is part of your life.

The Breast and Women’s Center has a comprehensive suite of the latest, state-of-the-art clinical breast imaging technology, enabling us to provide a wide range of on-site procedures.

In some cases, same day results are available.
Breast issues are personal.

Whether you have breast pain, have found a breast lump, or are newly diagnosed with breast cancer, the options can feel overwhelming. What needs to happen next? Where do you turn for help and guidance? You deserve state-of-the-art expert care. We also understand that you want excellent care close to home. Your energy is best spent focused on getting better rather than traveling. And during a health challenge, nothing can replace having the support of family and friends nearby and available.

That’s why the Richmond University Medical Center Breast and Women’s Center was developed with you and your family in mind.

Comprehensive breast care designed for you.

The Breast and Women's Center provides you with comprehensive breast care, starting with the latest in breast imaging and diagnostics
all the way through to survivorship for breast cancer patients. Our imaging center offers the finest in 3-D screening and diagnostic mammography, breast ultrasound, stereotactic and ultrasound guided biopsy and DEXA scanning. It features private changing rooms and lockers, as well as a family education library.

The breast surgical services include breast consultation, diagnostics, oncoplastic surgery, and breast cancer navigation services. Surgical consultations and minor surgeries are provided in our beautiful surgical suite. Whatever your breast issue, our fellowship-trained breast expert can address your specific needs and help get you to the next step.

**OUR BREAST CARE AND SURGERY SERVICES INCLUDE:**

- Expert breast cancer consultation
- Evaluation of benign breast disease
- High risk evaluation and surveillance
- Genetic testing
- Minimally invasive breast biopsy
- Surgery for benign breast issues
- Lumpectomy (breast preserving surgery)
- Nipple-sparing mastectomy
- Immediate reconstruction for mastectomy
- Multidisciplinary expert cancer treatment planning
- Oncoplastic breast biopsy, lumpectomy and mastectomy for optimal cosmetic results
- Breast navigation services (providing you with support and coordinating cancer care)
- Nutritional support
- An integrative holistic approach to breast care
- Access to research and clinical trials
We give you and your family the support you need.

You know it is more than just the medical treatment you need — you need support and comfort, and you need to be recognized as an individual with your own personal concerns and situations. The physicians, nurses, and staff at the Breast and Women's Center are here for you.

You can depend on us for counseling and education, as well as behavioral health services. We also help with discharge planning, home care, pastoral care, and community agency and hospice referrals.

What does “oncoplastic” mean?

Oncoplastic is a term that embraces two fields: oncology is the study and treatment of tumors; plastic surgery is used to repair or reconstruct tissue. Oncoplastic surgery combines the principles of surgical oncology and plastic surgery to provide patients with better aesthetic outcomes and improved quality of life.
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Our services include screening and diagnostic 3-D mammography, breast ultrasound, and minimally-invasive biopsy treatments.

Staten Island’s First Sensory Exam Suites

Exam rooms are equipped with soothing images and sounds clinically proven to relax patients, providing a calming experience every visit.

Your Own Personal Patient Navigator

From routine mammograms to more intensive treatments, our dedicated patient navigator accompanies you to your exam, answers all of your questions and helps guide you through the next steps of your care.

Featuring Our Board Certified Radiologists

Michael Shamis, M.D., D.A.B.R. Director of Breast Imaging and Intervention

Dara Fedele, M.D., D.A.B.R. Breast and General Radiologist
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